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Paths of glory

Look past the academia treadmill, says Ushma S. Neill.

It’s a glorious time to be a researcher, as exciting discoveries — from immunotherapy to gene editing — energise the scientific community and society. But with threats to science funding looming worldwide, it’s also a frustrating time to think about how to support yourself.

The thrill of being the first person to discover or corroborate a scientific concept can be a powerful impetus. And it is this exhilaration that keeps us going through years of apprenticeships as postdocs on low pay and few-to-no benefits, despite the repeated failure of experiments, the interminable administrative work and the time spent writing grant applications and papers.

But if this is what it takes to become an academic scientist, why do so many pursue that path, especially when so few faculty positions exist these days? Indeed, when colleagues and I recently polled 550 postdocs at our institution (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSK) in New York City), 71% of respondents indicated that they intended to seek an academic appointment after their postdoc.

I don’t want to dash any dreams, but national benchmarks indicate that only 15–20% of all scientific postdocs (closer to 20% at MSK) end up in tenure-track faculty positions.

You don’t have to give up on science altogether if you decide against trying for an academic-research position. I am a poster child for ‘alternative’ careers in science: after my postdoc, I was an editor at two medical journals before moving to MSK, where I oversee postdoctoral affairs and manage administrative details for our graduate-student programmes. I also teach classes in scientific communication and grantmanship and coordinate computational biology, statistics and imaging courses.

And there are many like me working in universities in similar roles, or as bench scientists, core technologists, development administrators, clinical-trials directors or technology-development agents.

Biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies offer many rewarding roles at the bench (and beyond). Career positions abound in equity research, and in analysis and consultancy. There are also federal and other governmental positions, and innumerable non-profit foundations and professional societies are looking for programme officers, conference organizers and academic liaisons.

Which attributes of your next position matter most to you? Salary? Opportunities for leadership or professional development? Geographical location? Intellectual engagement? Flexibility in work hours to accommodate family obligations? Do you have a strong desire to work for a mission-driven organization?

Few positions that are likely to be open to you directly after your training will offer everything on your wish list straight away. Frankly, you will probably need to sacrifice wages at the outset to achieve long-term job satisfaction.

So how do you qualify for one of these careers? Your PhD (and a stint as a postdoc, if that’s your path) gives you critical and analytical skills, problem-solving proficiency, an ability to learn quickly and a laser-like focus. What’s more, the ability to work as a high-functioning team member is welcome everywhere. Turn your CV into a less academically focused summary (known as a résumé in the United States and other countries), by dropping your list of publications and fleshing out your role and the skills you developed during your training.

Did you write a fellowship? Take specialist classes in grant writing, communication, statistics, programming or time management and conflict resolution? Mentor trainees? Note these in detail on your CV. A LinkedIn profile with these entries is likewise advisable.

If you want to be a scientist, you can and should be. But only you can decide what flavour of scientist you want to be, how you will achieve that goal and what will prompt you every day to think, “I get paid to do this?”
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